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 SHORT TERM ACCOMMODATION

A home away 
from home



SHORT TERM ACCOMMODATION 

A home away from home

A Variety of Options
Multicap provides a wide variety of 
Short Term Accommodation options 
in our fully accessible homes located 
throughout Queensland. You can choose 
from a range of service options to 
support your needs. 

We can provide full support packages 
that include meal preparation, laundry 
and self-care assistance, or independent 
living packages if you require less 
support from staff and are looking to 
increase your independence. Our stays 
are tailored to meet a wide variety of 
needs and can cater to your specific 
requirements. 

Holidays 
If it’s a holiday you need, Multicap’s 
holiday homes are comfortable and 
modern, with fully accessible indoor and 
outdoor living spaces for you to enjoy. 

Emergency Care 
Sometimes, life can be unpredictable 
and you can find yourself needing a bit 
of extra support. We can provide a short 
term stay at one of our fully accessible 
locations to help you prepare for the 
next step in your journey. 

Access to Services 
Our facilities are here to help you access 
services like hospitals or specialist 
services away from home. Our warm 
and inviting accommodation facilities 
are the perfect place to relax before or 
after your treatment.

Independent Living 
Short term stays provide a fantastic 
opportunity to gain independence and 
experience living out of home. Whether 
it’s to focus on achieving a goal like 
learning to cook, or to further develop 
daily living skills like doing the laundry, 
our homes provide a safe and comfortable 
environment for you to gain confidence 
and thrive.

Tailored for you 
Our team of highly experienced staff 
take pride in tailoring Short Term 
Accommodation to suit the individual – 
each stay is personal, and designed in a 
way to make you feel right at home. 

We can tailor your stay around your 
favourite sporting team’s game, arrange a 
pamper weekend, or coordinate a thrilling 
day out at one of the Gold Coast’s top 
theme parks. 

Whether it be dining out, visiting a market 
or seeing the local wildlife - we are 
dedicated to providing experiences that 
enrich, engage and support your journey.



Choose your dates
Seasonable packages  
available throughout  

the year

Choose your meals
Treat yourself or keep  

your diet goals on  
track during your stay

Choose your location 
With many properties  

available, we have  
something for everyone

Choose your supports 
We will find the  

right team to support  
you during your stay

With many properties available,  
we have something for everyone.  

Scan the QR code to see our latest vacancies.



all ways. always

For more information on local services
phone 1300 135 886 or visit multicap.org.au
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SOLE PURPOSE

Always  
empowering

Always respecting

Always connecting

Always creating
To be the  

leading source  
of creative and 

sustainable support 
options for people with 
disabilities, particularly 

those with high and 
complex needs &  

their families

The quality of life  
of people with 
disabilities and 
their families is 
enhanced by  
our support

Delighted  
customers

Skilled engaged workforce

Practice excellence

Sustainable growth
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Over 60 years of support 
From humble beginnings, five Brisbane 
families needing support for their young 
children with complex needs established 
Multicap. Over the past six decades, 
Multicap has grown and evolved with its 
foundation families into an organisation 
with a broad service offering.

Today, our services reach over 1,700 
people throughout QLD and northern 
NSW. We’re committed to being here for 
our customers in all ways, always.

With many properties available,  
we have something for everyone.  
Scan the QR code to see our latest vacancies.

http://multicap.org.au

